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The Corn Mill at Lower Carrick

I found the above Image in Facebook! It was named The Aughera Corn Mill on the Little Carrick River! The orientation of the Photo is not
correct. (There was a Iron Ore Smelting Furnace on William Glenn's holding to the south of the Abhainn Bhuidhe—see pp 76-77 in The Cliff
Scenery of South-Western Donegal 2000 by Thomas Colin McGinley. But that is another story!) S.Ó.G.
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You will note that on this page I have corrected the orientation of the Photo and the Corn Mill is shown on the north side of the Abhainn
Bhuidhe. You will note that the shape of some of the rocks in the river are discernible and maybe that they could still be identifiable! This must
be the oldest Photograph taken this area! It shows the Mill Wheel and adjacent buildings in good order? S.Ó.G.
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This is a copy of the 1837 Ordnance Survey map of Carrick Lower.  It shows the location of the Mill Race and Corn Mill and some small
Clachans  near  by.  Note  the  Old  Road  from  Kilcar  passing  through  Roxborough  Glebe  and  continuing  as  the  Small  Road  on  to
Glencolumbkille! Until 1798 there was a narrow wooden Bridge (Droichead Maide) across  the Narrow below where Francis Curran's house is
today. In that Year of the Hurry the local Distillers burned the Bridge in order to keep the Redcoats and Harry McDowell out! P.S. (Anyone hear
of Oidhche Harry Mhic Dubhghaill—the night Harry McDowell was lost.) See pp 107-9 in Bygones 1989 by Pat Conaghan! S.Ó.G.
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This a copy of the 1857 Carrick Lower Griffith Valuation Map. Note the Corn Mill is marked on it—in Ruins. Also note that the Rundale
System has now ended and the Lands have been Striped /  Squared and Numbered! Holding 9 on which stands the Corn Mill  is  James
Gillespie's? See Valuation of Tenements, p.288 GLENCOLMCILLE: A Parish History 2002 by Conall Mac Cuinneagáin. (Also note at the top of
No. 10 Holding, there is Tuck Mill marked on the Map in the name of Tenant Francis Cunningham.) S.Ó.G.
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This a copy of Carrick Lower Map that was added to the Facebook page. It is a smaller version of the Map on the previous page but the
Holding numbers are not recorded. S.Ó.G.
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This is an 1888-1913 Map of Carrick Lower. The site of the Mill Race and Corn Mill is shown. There is a faded path shown from the Small
Road to the position of the Corn Mill! Also note that the Cunningham Smithy is marked on the Small Road. It is still there—it belongs to
Mickey Rua Cunningham. S.Ó.G.
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This is the Site of the Old Corn Mill in Carrick Lower now. This Photograph was taken by James Byrne, Carrick. S.Ó.G.
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This Photograph No. 2 of the Old Carrick Corn Mill Site taken by James Byrne, Carrick. S.Ó.G.
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This is the No. 3 Photograph of the Carrick Lower Corn Mill Site taken by James Byrne, Carrick. I found all three Photographs on the James
Byrne Website. S.Ó.G.
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The Malinmore Corn Mill

This the Waterside Section of the 1837 Ordnance Survey Malinmore Map. It shows the Old Road from Malinbeg to Glencolumbkille. Note the
Bridge to the west of the Fort—this bridge collapsed  into the Malinmore River about 100 years ago? Note the Sluice, Pond, Corn Mill and
Corn Kiln marked in the centre of the Map. Note the School House marked on the Old Road to Malinbeg. (There were 4 School Houses in
Malinmore at one time or another. That is a story for another day) Note that all Malinmore was still in the Rundale System. S.Ó.G.
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This is the 1857 Griffith Valuation Map of Malinmore. Note the great changes that have taken place. The Rundale System has come to an end
and the Holdings have been Striped or Squared, and Numbered and new houses built on the holdings. A New Road has been built from
Glencolumbkille to Malinmore—down through An Léine Mór and on to Malinbeg. The Sluice, Corn Mill and Corn Kiln are marked on
Holding  37A.  This  Holding  is  in  the  name  of  Thomas  McKee,  p.  302  of  GLENCOLMCILLE:  A Parish  History  2002  by  Conall  Mac
Cuinneagáin. Note that this Holding is now owned by the Heekin Family! Note that the School House is still marked there. S.Ó.G.
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The Kilgoly Corn Mill, Glencolmkille

This is the 1837 Ordnance Survey Map of the Site of the Kilgoly Corn Mill. (The Mill Brae on the Meeacross Road is named after it). Note the
Mill Race, Mill Pond and Corn Mill are marked. There are 2 Corn Kilns marked on the Map. They may not belong to the Mill—they could be
part of the Distilling Industry? S.Ó.G.
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This is part of the Kilgoly 1857 Griffith Valuation Map. It shows the Mill Race, Mill Pond, Corn Mill and Kiln at Kilgoly. The Corn Mill and
Kiln are attached to Holding No. 4 in the name of Denis Rowan. See Kilgoly Valuation of Tenements List in Glencolmcille: A Parish History
2002 by Conall Mac Cuinneagáin. Is there History of this Mill available? S.Ó.G.
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It would not be right to finish this project without referring to the Leitir Corn Mill Restoration in Cill Chathrach. This is a large Corn Mill
that was in use into the 1950's. I remember my McNelis cousins bringing the corn out to it to be milled. It would be wonderful to see it fully
restored and working! I am looking forward to having some Leiter Oatcakes. They would be great in a Hill Walking Pack! I found the Mill
Photograph and article on the Leitir Corn Mill Website. S.Ó.G.
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Conclusion
This is as far as I can go with this project and it leaves me asking questions:

1. Were there any Corn Mills in the Abhainn t-Seisne—Abhainn Chróibh—Abhainn Ghlinne Shraith Laoighill—Abhainn na Carraige
River System?

2. Was there a Corn Mill on the Abhainn an Bhaile Dhuibh River System?

3. I had a look at History and Antiquities of Killybegs 1975 by Charles Conaghan and on p.4 I found the following:

The other waterways in the parish are the Fintragh River and the stream anciently known as Owen-Mallard at the Commons. Both streams had at
one  time  been  harnessed  to  drive  corn  mills,  and another  corn  mill  was  situated  on  a  stream which  divides  the  townlands  of  Tullid  and
Largysillagh. None of the three mills has been in operation in living memory. In the processing of corn (oats) there was apart from the mills, corn
drying kilns at Largynagreena and Gortnamuck3. Local people dried there oats at these places grinding the meal by hand quern in their homes.

On p.7 I found Note 3 to the above:

There was also a large drying Kiln in the Corn Store in Killybegs, owned by the Blain family, where oats were dried before being exported  
to Britain in the days when rackrents were paid by grain mainly oats. The Corn Store was situated on the river bank, where at high tide 
lighters or smacks could draw along side to load the grain, in the days before the present bridge was built.

P.S. 1. I remember my father telling me that boats could sail up the river to the Corn Store in Killybegs at high tide. The Corn Store is now
Fawlty's Pub! S.Ó.G.

P.S.  2.  Lighter:  A boat,  usually  flat-bottomed,  for transferring  goods from ship  to  wharf  or another ship. The Concise  Oxford  English
Dictionary.  S.Ó.G.

P.S. 3.  In Inver Parish in History 2005 by Helen Meehan, Chapter 52,  Mills and Milling deals with the subject and discusses the Mills that
operated  in the Parish of Inver. Helen also mentions that there was a Millstone Quarry in Binbawn! S.Ó.G.
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Appendix

Water Power in Ireland.

 http://www.irishevents4u.com/Ireland/about/waterpower-type.htm 

Irish Water Power Home Page.

Types of Water Mills.

 

Tuck Mill.

The tuck mill was used in the woolen industry to improve the quality of the woven fabric by repeatedly combing it, producing a warm worsted
fabric.

Grist Mill.

The name grist mill is a term which came to be used to describe a mill to which people brought their grain to be ground, the name was
prevalent in the Cork area.

Beetling Mill.

The purpose of the beetling mill was to consolidate the woven linen cloth and to give it a sheen. You will find the beetling process described on
our page about Wellbrook Beetling Mill.
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Spinning Mill.

The spinning mill spun the fibres, be they wool, linen, or cotton into thread, ready to be woven into cloth. Before the industrial age this was
done on the spinning wheel, in the past there must have been thousand of these across the land, we are currently working towards posting a
video of a spinning wheel in operation on the site.

Threshing Mills.

These mills threshed the barley, oats or wheat removing the grain from the stalks, in some cases corn mills had a thresher installed as well as
the grinding stones. One such was at Mill Farm near Newcastle County Down owned by the Holmes family.

Corn Mills.

Corn mills were used to grind whole grain of whatever type into flour, they were a development of the hand operated rotary quern, which
prior to the development of water power in Ireland, was the only means of producing flour. Monks at Nendrum in County Down built a tide
mill in about 619 AD

Scutch or Flax Mills.

The scutch mill was used in the linen industry to to remove the fibres from the flax stalks. You will find the process described on our page
about the scutch mill at the Ulster folk and Transport Museum at Cultra County Down.

Types of Water Wheels.

The Overshot type wheel: there are three basic types of waterwheel, the overshot type is where the water is fed over the top and the wheel.
This is the most efficient type and can deliver up to 75% of the potential power of the flow.

The breast fed wheel has the water fed to it from the front and the wheel turns with the flow of the water, the power output of this is somewhat
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lower at about 65%

The paddle type or undershot wheel utilizes a flow of water where there is no or little available head, it is like a steamboat paddle wheel and
derives its power simply from the flow of water pushing the paddles around. This type of instillation would probably only deliver about 33%
of the streams potential.

Click to see a video of Florence Court Waterwheel in operation, this is a breast fed wheel.

To calculate the potential power of a river or stream you must find the volume of the flow and using this together with the available head,
which is the distance the water can fall. Using the formula below you can deduce the maximum theoretical power output of the stream. The
flow rate is the rate at which water travels along a flume measured in liters per second. One way to obtain an approximation of the flow rate is
to throw a buoyant object into the middle of the flume, and time its travel in seconds over a known distance in meters. Then multiply by the
estimated cross-sectional area of the stream, in square meters, and divide by 1000 to obtain the flow rate in liters per second.

Water Power Calculations.

It is probably safe to say that 12 Cub Ft (75 imperial gallons) of water falling one foot in one second would produce one horse power.

Power = Head (meters) x Flow (liters per second) x 9.81

Example:

If the head = 60 Meters and the flow = 10 Liters second then:

Power = 60 x 10 x 9.81 = 5886 watts or 5.9 kW

We have a data spread sheet available with this and other formulas on it. You will need Microsoft Excel installed on your computer for it to
work. Click to open or save it.
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Water Turbines.

Water turbines came into use in Ireland in the Plaster mock up of turbine case.1800's when the power hungry linen mills sought to drive more
and larger looms and spinning machines. The turbine is particularly suited to sites where the available fall is high, although they can be
designed to utilize low head, high volume flows using the Francis Runner which is similar to a ships propeller set in a steel pipe.

For high heads the Pelton Wheel is often used it is sometimes fabricated but most often cast, it consists of a wheel with shaped buckets around
the rim, one although sometimes several high pressure jets of water are directed into the buckets causing the wheel to rotate at high speed.

The illustration above shows an impulse type turbine which originally drove Patterson's Spade Mill, in it  the water fills the case and is
admitted to the the turbine through the guide vanes which are opened and closed by the green operating rods, this in effect is a throttle. The
water passes through the rotor via angled guide vanes and exits from it tangentially forcing it to rotate, the water then exits from the bottom of
the case.

With the  ever spiraling  price  of  fossil  fuels  it  would seen eminently  sensible  to  utilize  as  much as  possible  of  Ireland hydro potential,
admittedly it would be small in comparison to our consumption but every little helps. If you are the owner of a derelict water mill site you
might like to check out our Alternative Technology contractors page, it is likely you could make a very good long term investment, that would
not only save you money, but help to save the planet also.

Footnote: I found the above article on Website:  http://www.irishevents4u.com/Ireland/about/waterpower-type.htm

I removed the formatting and the images and kept the text. S.Ó.G.
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When doing research for this project, I came across the above article on the Irish Times Website. The article is full of Information on Mills and Milling. It
was written by Mary Mulvihill, Scientist. She also wrote regularly in the Irish Times. She died 11th June 2015. In this article she mentions Spade Mills and
Handmade Spades. When I started work in the 1960's, the most popular spade in this area was the “Ballybofey” Spade. It was a Mill made Spade. It was
later replaced by the the Land Commission Spade—a machine made Spade! 

This is as far as I can bring this project. I think a survey should be made of all the old Mills in each Parish and Barony. Lots of information can be found in
the Ordnance Survey Maps of the 1800's. The Maps are available on the GeoHive Website and the Griffiths Valuation Tenements Lists and Maps, on
http://www.askaboutireland.ie/griffith-valuation/ .  Another source  of  information  is  the  Donegal  National  School  Collection  1936-38 to  be  found  on
www.duchas.ie . I think that many of the Corn Mills were built by the Landlords. (I think that the Lower Carrick Corn Mill may have been built by
Thomas Conolly, Landlord, Clogher, Carrick? The Conollys sold the Estate to the Musgraves in 1860's).

Seosamh Ua Gallchobhair / Joseph Gallagher,

Rann na Cille, Teileann, Tír Chonaill. 

E-mail: joegalla@eircom.net.


